
HOW TO WRITE A GOOD TOURIST BROCHURE

If you're wondering how to make a travel brochure that's professional and well- designed, check out this post. We walk
you through the 3.

Morello is a professional writer and adjunct professor of travel and tourism. Glass Blowing Brochure: This is
an example of a brochure advertising a glass blowing demonstration. Copy should be smart and concise and
avoid any hint of cliche or flowery language. Outside of work, Jarom loves watching movies, occasionally
watching birds, eating pizza, and driving a Prius a vehicle he will defend passionately. Brochure Travel
Carribian 2. Have a look: With this travel brochure, I combined great images, great design, an appealing and
compatible color scheme, and compelling copy. Promotional Copy The copy that accompanies each product
and destination is a key part of creating the desired image and interest. These travel brochures designs will
give you thoughts for content situation, picture arrangement, and hues that function admirably together. Book
a vacation to the most picturesque city in America! Pick a design layout. Let's say you're trying to brand your
beach destination as playful yet calm. Each business organization composed his remarkable, noteworthy and
proficient looking leaflets. You might choose a color scheme like this: The colors of your brochure and the
photos could work together within this color scheme to help customers know what to expect. On the other
hand, if your destination is rugged and adventurous, you could try something like this: The same color scheme
can be transformed by giving it a little tint. Websites should also be included for each business, if available; a
website gives much more information than can be listed in a travel brochure. If activities are involved such as
skydiving or snorkeling, make sure you have photos of other tourists enjoying these activities. Share On:.
Request promotional copy from properties or products you place in the brochure and request permission to
alter it to suit the style of the brochure if necessary. Any purchased advertising space should be laid out in the
most relevant section of the brochure so that there are no loose ends floating around. Tourists want to learn
about places where they can be entertained and grab a bite to eat. Judging by the Visual Attention heatmap, the
front of this brochure has FAR too much wasted and dark space. In the event that you need to print travel
brochures for your office and you needs to plan your handout yourself then you can observe these travel
leaflets. Keep your images fresh and current and avoid cliches if possible. Using Lucidpress, you can pick a
template that fits your destination and then customize it any way you'd like. How much does it cost?


